Many cancer patients develop diabetes, which may result in reduction of chemotherapy effectiveness and increased infection risk and cardiovascular mortality. Diabetes may also increase the risks of chemotherapy-related toxicity and post-operative mortality, or represent an obstacle to optimal cancer treatment. However, the clinical predictors of diabetes in cancer patients remain largely unknown. Therefore, the aim of our study was to evaluate the risk factors for developing diabetes and construct a nomogram to predict diabetes in cancer patients.
Introduction
Both cancer and diabetes are common diseases that are increasing worldwide, have major global impacts on public health, and require substantial medical investments and expenditures. [1] In the United States, the overall cancer incidence has been reported as 454.8 per 100,000 person-years based on the US National Cancer Institute report, with the incidence rates steadily increasing. [2] In a comparable report from the Korea National Cancer Institute Center, the cancer incidence was reported as 445.7 per 100,000 person-years in 2013, and the age-adjusted incidence was found to have increased 3.21% annually from 1999. [3] However, the overall cancer death rate has decreased due to advances in the early detection and treatment strategies. [2, 3] Similarly, the global population of diabetes patients has also increased. The World Health Organization reported that the global prevalence of diabetes increased from 4.7% in 1980 to 8.5% in 2014. [4] In a comparable report from Korea, the prevalence of diabetes was found to have steadily increased from 5.6% in 2006 to 13.7% in 2014. [5] The increasing population of those who have lived with and beyond cancer, combined with the rapid rise in diabetes incidence, suggests that increasing proportions of cancer patients will be diagnosed with and treated for diabetes. Although many patients have diabetes long before their cancer diagnosis, many develop diabetes because of their cancer or its treatment. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Importantly, several studies and meta-analyses have reported that cancer patients with diabetes have an increased mortality compared to those without diabetes. [12] [13] [14] Diabetes might reduce the chemotherapy effectiveness and increase the risks of infections and cardiovascular mortality. [15, 16] Moreover, diabetes might increase the risks of chemotherapy-related toxicity and post-operative mortality, or represent an obstacle to optimal cancer treatment. [9, 17] Nevertheless, despite diabetes being an important risk factor for cancer mortality, the clinical predictors of diabetes in cancer patients remain largely unknown. These problems prompted us to find a method for quickly identifying cancer patients at a high risk of developing diabetes as early as possible. The purpose of this study was to investigate the predictive factors for diabetes, and to develop a nomogram using these factors as a means to predict diabetes in cancer patients.
Methods

Data source and subjects
The Korea National Health Insurance Service (KNHIS) is the only insurer and nonprofit organization managed by the government in Korea. The National Health Insurance (NHI) is a health insurance program that covers approximately 97% of the Korean population, and is managed by the KNHIS. The present study data were drawn from a national sample cohort of 1,025,340 individuals, equivalent to approximately 2% of the Korean population and based on the NHI claims database. The database provides diagnostic codes in the International Classification of Diseases, Tenth revision (ICD-10) format. Additional details regarding the study design and methods of the national sample cohort have been comprehensively described elsewhere. [18] The inclusion criteria were patients with cancer who (1) had undergone one biennial medical evaluation provided by the KNHIS between 2004 and 2008 and (2) had been hospitalized due to cancer (ICD-10 codes C00-97) during the past 3 years.
We excluded patients who (1) had fasting plasma glucose over 7.0 mmol/L, or had taken antidiabetic medication due to a diagnosis of diabetes (ICD-10 codes E11-14), [19] and who (2) had missing records for analysis. All enrolled patients were followed-up until 2013. Approval for this study was waived by the institutional review board of Chung-Ang University Hospital. As the data consisted of de-identified secondary data released for research purposes, the need for participant consent was waived.
Measurements
The medical evaluations from 2004 to 2008 provided by the KNHIS included measurements of weight, height, and blood pressure, and laboratory tests, such as the fasting plasma glucose, cholesterol, and cholesterol levels. Anthropometric measurements were taken by specially trained examiners. Self-reporting questionnaires included past medical histories and health behaviors such as smoking, drinking, and exercise habits. Laboratory samples were properly collected and analyzed under quality control by the Korean Association of Laboratory Quality Control.
Definitions
Body mass index (BMI) was calculated by dividing the weight by the square height (kg/m 2 ), and BMI ≥ 25 kg/m 2 was categorized as obesity according to the World Health Organization. [20, 21] Ever smokers were defined as those who had smoked 100 cigarettes or more in their lifetime. Based on the drinking frequency, the patients were classified as nondrinkers, moderate drinkers ( 2 times per week), or heavy drinkers (≥3 times per week). Diabetes was defined as those who had taken anti-diabetic medication, with the presence of the diabetes diagnosis codes (ICD-10 codes E11-14). [19] Hypertension was defined as systolic blood pressure ≥140 mmHg, diastolic blood pressure ≥90 mmHg, or any use of antihypertensive medication due to diagnosed hypertension (ICD-10 codes I10-15). Hypertension was further divided into 2 subgroups, stage I hypertension (systolic blood pressure 140-159 mmHg and/or diastolic blood pressure 90-99 mmHg) or stage II hypertension (systolic blood pressure ≥160 mmHg and/or diastolic blood pressure ≥100 mmHg). Hypercholesterolmia was defined as the ICD-10 code E78 and current use of cholesterol-lowering drugs or fasting cholesterol levels ≥6.2 mmol/L.
Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed with SAS for Windows (version 9.3; SAS institute, Cary, NC), and 2-sided P values of less than .05 were considered statistically significant. Data are presented as the means ± standard deviation or as frequencies and percentage. The Pearson's chi-square test was used for analysis of categorical variables. The incidence rates of diabetes were calculated as the number of cases per 1000 person-years of follow-up. Logistic regression models were used to test potential predictors of diabetes and calculate multivariate-adjusted odd ratios (ORs). Seventy percent of all eligible patients were randomly selected for the training cohort and used to develop a nomogram for the prediction of diabetes. The other 30% were assigned to the validation cohort, which was used for internal validation. The nomogram was built based on the results of the logistic regression to predict the occurrence of diabetes. A calibration plot was derived to evaluate the relationship between the actual probability and predicted probability and was depicted graphically. The discriminative ability of the model was evaluated by the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve with its 95% confidence interval (CI). Internal validation was performed for the predictive performance of the model. The 7630 patients in the training cohort were divided into quintiles according to the predictive risk based on their nomogram score. For each quintile the actual probability of diabetes was compared with the predicted probability of diabetes. The incidence of diabetes was evaluated according to the quintiles. In addition, to investigate whether there were differences by cancer types, further analysis was performed according to pancreatic cancer, hepatobiliary cancers and other cancers.
Subject involvement
Subjects were recruited from a national database cohort and had given their written consent to being included in this cohort. However, as this data was retrospectively analyzed, the subjects were not involved in the development of the research question and outcome measures or the design of this study. The results of this study will be made available to the subjects in the KNHIS database upon publication.
Results
Patient characteristics
For this study, 14,432 patients were eligible, out of whom 3533 patients were excluded (2135 had diabetes and 1398 had missing data for variables included in the analysis). The training cohort included 7630 patients (3661 men and 3969 women) and the validation cohort included 3269 patients (1576 men and 1693 women). For both cohorts, the mean follow-up was 6.6 years (± 1.8 years), and there was no significant difference between these 2 cohorts ( Table 1) . The demographic and clinical characteristics of the cancer patients according to the diabetes occurrence are summarized in Table 2 . The incidence of diabetes in the training cohort was 12.1 per 1000 person-years and the incidence of diabetes was higher in men (14.3 per 1000 person-years) than in women (10.0 per 1000 person-years) during the follow up period. Patients with diabetes were more frequently male (56.6% vs 47.2%, P < .0001) and elderly (40.8% vs 29.0%, P < .0001) than those without diabetes. Patients with diabetes also had significantly higher rates of obesity (42.2% vs 28.0%, P < .0001), hypertension (54.3% vs 35.3%, P < .0001), hypercholesterolmia (24.4% vs 16.0%, P < .0001), and high fasting plasma glucose (50.1% vs 24.4%, P < .0001). There were no differences in the exercise habits between patients with and without diabetes. Table 3 shows the predictor selection results. In the age-and sex-adjusted logistic regression analysis, older age, male sex, obesity, hypertension, hypercholesterolmia, and fasting plasma glucose had predictive value for diabetes. However, smoking and drinking were not associated with the development of diabetes. Multivariable analysis showed that the variables significantly associated with occurrence of diabetes were age (OR 1.36; 95% CI, 1.152-1.609; P < .0001), male sex (OR 1.31; 95% CI, 1.113-1.538; P < .0001), obesity (OR 1.54; 95% CI, 1.304-1.817; P < .0001), fasting plasma glucose (OR 2.58; 95% CI, 2.194-3.027; P < .0001), hypertension (OR 1.56; 95% CI, 1.314-1.840; P < .0001), and hypercholesterolmia (OR 1.39; 95% CI, 1.145-1.674; P < .0001). When hypertension was analyzed by subgroups such as stage I hypertension or stage II hypertension, there were no significant differences.
Predictive nomogram for the probability of diabetes in cancer patients
Based on these results, we developed a nomogram that visually showed the multivariate impact of each variable on the risk of diabetes ( Fig. 1 ). This nomogram included age, sex, obesity, fasting plasma glucose, hypertension, and hypercholesterolmia. Of these factors, fasting plasma glucose was the most influential, while hypertension represented the second most influential variable. Each value of these variables was assigned a point, and the sum of these points was converted to a probability of diabetes in the lowest scale.
The calibration plots are shown in Figure 2 . The predictive performance of the model was assessed by internal validation. A ROC curve was drawn to assess the predictive ability of the Table 1 Basic characteristics for the patients in the training and validation cohorts.
Characteristics
Training To assess the accuracy of the nomogram, the actual probability of diabetes in the training cohort was compared with the predictive probability of diabetes in the validation cohort for each quintile. There were no statistical significant differences between the predicted and actual probabilities of diabetes in any risk interval. The incidence rate of diabetes for the predictive risk score based on the individual nomogram score by quintile are presented in Figure 3 . In both training and validation cohorts, the incidence rate of diabetes was highest in the 5th quintile (80% to 100%) of the predictive score (27.3 and 26.6 per 1000 personyears, respectively). The lowest incidence rate of occurred in the 1st quintile (< 20%) and the incidence rate of diabetes increased linearly according to predictive score quintiles.
When cancer types were analyzed separately, the risk factors for diabetes remained similar. However, risk of diabetes was significantly higher in pancreatic cancer compared to other cancers. (OR 1.74; 95% CI, 1.258-2.397; P = .01). In regard to specific types of cancers, in pancreas cancer, both obesity (OR 2.16; 95% CI, 1.125-4.157; P = .02) and fasting plasma glucose (OR 2.81; 95% CI, 1.492-5.300; P = .001) resulted in a significant increase in diabetes risk. In case of hepatic cancer, fasting plasma glucose showed a greater association with diabetes risk (OR 3.10; 95% CI, 1.807-5.309; P < .0001).
Discussion
In this study, we identified independent predictive factors and developed a nomogram based on these factors to predict cancer patients at high risk of developing diabetes. The nomogram included age, sex, obesity, fasting plasma glucose, hypertension, and hypercholesterolmia as significant variables. To establish a simple risk score model, we used only categorized variables, and the resulting nomogram is easy to use and convenient for identifying high-risk patients, consequently allowing them to be referred for additional testing or careful follow-up. To our knowledge, this is the first population-based study to develop a nomogram to predict the diabetes risk in cancer patients. Recently, increasing epidemiological evidence has suggested cooccurrence of cancer and diabetes, which is more frequent than would be expected. [1, 22, 23] In the present study, diabetes occurred in 12.1 per 1000 cancer patients during the follow up period and the risk of developing diabetes in highest risk group was over 2 times the risk of the total group. This incidence rate was higher than the diabetes incidence in the general Korean population, which has been reported as 9.5 to 9.8 per 1000 person-years. [24] In addition, this discrepancy between cancer patients and the general population should increase considering the decreasing trend in the annual incidence of diabetes in the general Korean population after 2004. [24, 25] Early detection and management of diabetes in cancer patients is important, as diabetes has been associated with reduced quality of life, decreased survival, and increased cancer mortality. [16, [26] [27] [28] These findings may be due to therapy-related factors such as changes in chemotherapy brought on by diabetic complications, poorer response to the cancer treatment, chemotherapy-related toxicity, and/or increased intra-or post-operative mortality. [17, 26, 27, 29] Other possible mechanisms include the increased risk of infection and increased cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in patients with diabetes. [16, 29] However, despite this clinical importance, most research efforts are currently focused on cancer-directed treatments to reduce cancer-related mortality, and non-cancer comorbid conditions such as diabetes have been underestimated. [22, 30] A recent study from the United States found that cancer patients received less diabetes management after the cancer diagnosis than before the diagnosis, [31] and these results are similar to those of a recent cross-sectional study that reported that cancer patients have a higher prevalence of diabetes than the general population, but that they do not have significantly greater diabetes management. [32] A nomogram such as that developed herein may simplify the detection of cancer patients at higher risk of diabetes and improve the perception and management thereof.
Diabetes occurrence in cancer patients may be increased either by the cancer itself or as a complication of the cancer treatment. Breast, liver, and pancreas cancers have all been associated with increased risks of diabetes, [6, 33, 34] which is partially corroborated by our study results, which found that diabetes risk was significantly increased in pancreas cancer patients. Several studies have also reported that various anticancer therapies increase the diabetes risk, which may vary depending on the cancer type and Figure 3 . Diabetes in cancer patients according to the predictive score (A) Training cohort (B) Validation cohort. The x-axis represents the quintiles of the predictive risk score based on the nomogram score and the y-axis represents the incidence of diabetes in each quintile. In both the training and validation cohorts, the incidence rate was highest in the 5th quintile (80%-100%) and lowest in the 1st quintile (<20%), respectively. The incidence rate of diabetes increased linearly as the predictive score increased and there were no differences between the 2 cohorts. www.md-journal.com specific therapy. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] For example, secondary diabetes has been reported in approximately 10% of patients who received 5fluorouracil-based chemotherapy for colorectal cancer. [11] Other studies have reported that hyperglycemia can be caused by the mammalian target of rapamycin inhibitor everolimus, aromatase inhibitors, or L-asparaginase. [8, 9, 35] The pathophysiology behind chemotherapy-induced hyperglycemia and diabetes has not been well-elucidated. Acute or chronic damage by chemotherapy agents may result in injured pancreatic b-cells, increased insulin resistance, decreased b-cell function, and reduced b-cell mass. [9] [10] [11] In addition, glucocorticoid-induced hyperglycemia may be another factor. Glucocorticoids are used as part of chemotherapy regimens in hematologic malignancies or as anti-emetics to reduce edema or help in cancer pain control [26] ; these agents induce hyperglycemia by promoting hepatic gluconeogenesis, increasing insulin resistance by decreasing glucose uptake and utilization in the adipose tissues and skeletal muscle, and by altering pancreatic b-cell function. [36] Similarly, although the underlying pathophysiology responsible for the relationships between cancer and diabetes has not been clarified, there are some potential candidates. Chronic inflammation is a possible mechanism linking cancer and diabetes. Chronic inflammation is characterized by increased free fatty acids, inflammatory cytokine production, and chemoattraction of immune cells such as macrophages. [37] In turn, inflammatory cytokines such as interleukin-6 (IL-6), tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-a), monocyte chemoattractant protein-1, and cyclooxygenase-2 can contribute to the development and progression of cancer, as well as promote insulin resistance through several mechanisms. [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] For example, IL-6 may inhibit apoptosis and induce proliferation of pre-neoplastic cells and induce insulin resistance through its interaction with b-cell function and the insulin signaling pathway. [37, 40, 42] Free fatty acids activate carcinogenesis signaling molecules, such as nuclear factor kappa-light-chainenhancer of activated B cells (NF-kB) and promote insulin resistance and diabetes, [43] while TNF-a has been reported to contribute to cancer progression via NF-kB and insulin resistance by downregulation of insulin receptors and glucose transporters. [37] In turn, activation of NF-kB is associated with insulin resistance and expression of genes involved in cell proliferation, metastasis, and apoptosis. [41, 43] Another putative mechanism linking cancer with diabetes might be the shared predisposing risk factors such as obesity. [23] Obesity is associated with chronic systemic inflammation, as adipose tissues are known to produce inflammatory mediators such as IL-6, interleukin-1 b, TNF-a, and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1. [37] In addition, enlarged adipocytes lose effective oxygen diffusion, which results in hypoxia, production of inflammatory cytokines, macrophage infiltration, and insulin resistance. [37] There are some limitations to this study that need to be addressed. Most importantly, this study is limited by the subject population, as only Korean cancer patients were included in this study. Although internal validation demonstrated good performance, external validation is required for the application of our nomogram to clinical practice. However, to our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate diabetes occurrence in cancer patients with a long follow-up period, which might limit external validation of our nomogram. Second, we could not evaluate the differences in the risk factors between cancer patients and the general population. This is because advanced cancer patients experience cancer cachexia, which is reported to be related with increased insulin resistance, impaired glucose tolerance and diabetes. [44] However, parameters for cancer cachexia cannot be assessed in the Korean National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, limiting comparison between cancer patients and the general population. Third, hypertension and dyslipidemia were defined not only by blood pressure or cholesterol levels but also by medication use. Almost 50% of patients had taken medications, we were unable to fully investigate the effect of hypertension or hypercholesterolemia subgroups in the diabetes risk of cancer patients.
Nevertheless, this study also has several strengths. First, this nomogram is based on information that is readily available in routine clinical practice, which allows diabetes screening without adding prohibitive time or cost. Second, this study is populationbased, thus reducing potential biases and allowing generalization to the Korean population, as per the design of KNHIS. Third, we used ICD-10 codes of the claims data in the registry source to avoid recall bias. Fourth, cancer patients were followed for an average of 6.6 years, which is a sufficiently long period for diabetes development.
In conclusion, considering the higher proportion of diabetes in cancer patients compared to the general population as well as the unfavorable effects of diabetes on cancer mortality, elucidating the predictive factors of diabetes in this population may be clinically significant. For optimal outcomes in cancer patients, both the cancer and diabetes must be appropriately addressed. However, there are currently no cancer guidelines that include screening or preventive interventions for diabetes. Our proposed nomogram can be used to select patients at high risk for diabetes and consequently recommend them to undergo appropriate diabetes screening. In this study, old age, male sex, obesity, high fasting plasma glucose, hypertension, and hypercholesterolmia were found to be predictive factors for diabetes. More precise models for prediction of various comorbidities, including diabetes, should be designed for life-long cancer survivors, and new guidelines should be implemented based on these models.
